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By

C.A. Johnson
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Kristian Hardy

with (in alphabetical order)

Halle Clottey
Shyanne Gardner

Judy Flannery Durkin
Walter Ohams

Amechi Egbunike
Nia Weeks

Lighting
Kayla Bey

Producer
Madison Harris

Props
Sophie Garrigus

Producer
Ale Lartey

Technical Director
Janet Liu

Publicity Producer
Ije Okereke

Set
Malik Sediqzad

Assistant Stage Manager
Mara Sims

Sound
Ife Omidiran

Publicity Designer
Madison Webb

Stage Manager
Anastasia Onyango

Costumes
Emi Cummings

Bettie Closs
Chloe Koulefianou
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AUTOGRAPHS

Cast (in order of appearance)
Samuel Walter Ohams '23

Chantel Nia Weeks '25

Keyonna Shyanne Gardner '25

Natalie Portman Judy Flannery Durkin '22

Ovetta Halle Clottey '23

Epps Amechi Egbunike '22

Production/Creative
Director Kristian Hardy '24

Stage Manager Anastasia Onyango '22

Assistant Stage Manager Mara Sims '25

Producer Madison Harris '22

Producer Ale Lartey '25

Publicity Producer Ije Okereke '22

Technical Director Janet Liu '23

Scenic Designer Malik Sediqzad '24

Sound Designer Ife Omidiran '22

Lighting Designer Kayla Bey '25

Costume Designer Emi Cummings '24

Assistant Costume Designer & Hair/
Makeup Designer

Bettie Closs '25

Dresser Chloe Koulefianou '23

Props Designer Sophie Garrigus '25

Publicity Designer Madison Webb '25

ENSEMBLE
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RETHINKING "THEATER ETIQUETTE"

Harvard Black Community & Student Theater is not only about
providing space for Black creatives but also reclaiming and

preserving Black cultural traditions.

Theater is art. Theater is healing.
Theater is community.

And community rarely ever requires silence.

"Call and response" is at the heart of
Black performance.

One party calls out and the other responds.

In this theater, we call out to you and invite you to
laugh, cry, and even exclaim an

"I know that's right!" when you feel most moved.

Please keep in mind that while we are all free to engage with
one another, the actors will need the space to share the story

we all came to hear.

Our one ask, is that we all enter this space as our
fullest selves without restriction.

Open to experiencing this moment in time as a collective and
refusing the notion that life should be lived alone.

Let go, exhale, and enjoy the show.

Thank you to Black women theater-makers like Domonique Morriseau and
Erika Dickerson-Despenza for inspiring me to reject white supremacist norms and set new

precedents for how audiences should engage with my work.
-Kristian Hardy
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Unserious Thank Yous
• Thank you to whoever showed us that clip of Tiffany Pollard on Big Brother UK. -Mara Sims

• Ovetta may have something special for me. -Amechi Egbunike

• A very special thank you to the stage manager Anastasia Onyango for putting up with me all
semester! I am not usually this difficult to schedule I swearrrrr. -Nia Weeks

• Thank you to the GrubHub drivers who supplied me with sustenance on many late rehearsal nights.
And thank you to my stage manager Anastasia for reminding me of the rehearsal schedule each
day, thoughtfully responding to my text spams, and becoming an amazing friend/mentor. I love you
bestie! -Kristian Hardy

• BLACKOUT. -Anastasia Onyango

• I would like to thank the Academy. -Walter Ohams

• Thanks to the cast for their hilarious energy while I was taking forever to program some of the
simplest cues. Thanks Malik for your podcast while I was experimenting with the effects. I hope all
of you will consider working with me on another Black CAST production (maybe even my own??) in
the future! -Kayla Bey

• Thank you Nia for giving me permanent trust issues! Now I know to stay vigilant, there’s always a
chance my crush could ghost me for my brother. Thank you Walter for reminding me to get my ass
to school. I’ll never become a dropout now! Thank you Halle for giving me intensive training on how
not to handle a situation should I find myself faced with a very angry drunk person. Thank you
Meech for kicking me when I was down and taking away my home, my TV, and my sense of safety
and comfort! Now I’ll never forget: Trust no one. And last but not least, thank you Judy for being my
partner in combat. If the apocalypse comes I’ll have someone to call on that is also professionally
trained to use a lightsaber. -Shyanne Gardner
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DIRECTOR'S NOTE

Fear extinguishes growth and yet, we all are afraid of something. Our relationships,
our futures, or even ourselves. When I initially sat down to read All The Natalie
Portmans I was filled with an immense sense of joy, followed by an inkling of
dread. In front of me, I had this beautiful text that jumped off the page and
commanded my full attention however, I still asked myself,
much like Keyonna does,
“Who am I? That I think I deserve any of this?” Who am I to bring a production like
this to Harvard?

Our show is set in 2009 and throughout this process, I constantly pulled inspiration
from the Black films of the early 2000s that I grew up on like Daddy’s Little Girls,
Are We There Yet?, and Akeelah & The Bee. The combination of community,
comedy, challenges, and Black joy that those films possess is the foundation upon
which my artistic identity is built. While I will never be a Sharpay or Natalie
Portman, I am proudly an Akeelah (Keke Palmer). Much like myself, Keyonna, and
many of you, Akeelah’s fear threatened to keep her small. In one of my favorite
scenes, Dr. Larabee (Laurence Fishburne) has Akeelah read a quote aloud and,
with her wire glasses perched and microbraids tied back, she confidently says:

We ask ourselves, who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, and fabulous?
Actually—who are you not to be?

So, who are we—a group of students turned into family (most of us executing our
roles for the first time)—to produce this show at Harvard? More like, who are we
not to? Black art is so integral to the fabric of our society and most certainly to my
own conception of self. Embarking on this journey with my beautiful cast and crew
and witnessing everyone bloom where they were planted has been the most
fulfilling part of my academic year. I could not imagine making my directorial debut
anywhere other than Black CAST and I am deeply grateful to everyone who took
this leap with me.

This production of All the Natalie Portmans is for dreamers. The ones who dream of
living unapologetically, loving with abandon, and reaching for the stars no matter
how far they may seem. The latter half of the quote Akeelah reads affirms that “as
we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give other people permission to do the
same.” Moving forward, I hope we all can actively work to relinquish fear and
(like Samuel says) glow in the dark with our shit.

Director, All The Natalie Portmans
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WHO'S WHO

Shyanne Gardner '25 as Keyonna

When Shyanne isn’t frantically scrambling to finish a CS and/or math
pset before 11:59 PM or debating throwing away her “STEM Girlie”
status to become a “Humanities Hottie”, you can find her blowing off
steam at ATNP rehearsal or finding solace in a strawberry shake from
Shake Shack, as a form of therapy.

Walter Ohams '23 as Samuel

Walter is a junior from the Boogie Down Bronx. Think of the funniest,
hottest, most annoying math/physics/theater nerd you know. It’s
Walter isn’t it? Stream “We Go Up” by Nicki Minaj for clear skin â?¤ï¸?

Nia Weeks '25 as Chantel

Nia is a first year student thinking of studying Neuroscience and
Theater, Dance, and Media. But being a double concentrator sounds
really hard so stay tuned to see what she really does. Since starting
this play, she has discovered her passion for performing so you should
probably bet on TDM.

Halle Clottey '23 as Ovetta

Halle’s voice is one of her most distinctive qualities. And so is her
laugh. Which is why people say that you can hear her before you see
her.

Judy Flannery Durkin
'22

as Natalie
Portman

Judy is SO happy you're here!
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

• Harvard Black CAST would like to thank the Harvard Radcliffe Dramatic Club, the Office for the
Arts, the Harvard Foundation, and the Harvard College Women's Center for sponsoring this
production and investing in student art!

• The entire cast & crew extend a HUGE thank you to Jeremie Lozier and Kat Sistare from the
American Repertory Theater for everything they did to support this production! You both truly went
above and beyond and we are immensely grateful for your work.

• Thank you to my sisters for running lines with me late into the evening, and to my moms,
roommates, actors, and crew members for supporting me and making my dream possible <3 -Halle
Clottey

• Thank you so much to the cast and crew of this amazing show. You all have worked so hard to pull
this off! -Nia Weeks

• So grateful to have gotten to join this brilliant team and work, even in a small capacity, on this
brilliant play! -Sophie Garrigus

• A huge thank you to the rest of the cast for always making rehearsals hilarious and extremely
entertaining! An even huger thank you to Kristian for her amazing direction that has helped me grow
so much as an actor and to Anastasia and Mara for putting up with my chaotic schedule and always
having my back with lines when I need them. And of course a gigantic thank you to the entire crew
for all their hard work behind the scenes that has made this production possible! :) -Shyanne
Gardner

• To Anastasia, for letting me take breaks when she didn't get any. -Mara Sims

• Black CAST, Madison + Ije (Producer squad) and Kristian and Anastasia (helping me learn the
ropes of being a producer). -Ale Lartey

• I want to thank Kristian for recruiting me for this project, as well as Anastasia, Janet, Jeremie, Kat,
and Madison for being very helpful and making my first time working in the theatre one to
remember. -Malik Sediqzad

• I want to personally thank Kristian Hardy for her creative input and support for me exploring theatre
at Harvard. Thank you to Black CAST for creating a space for Black creatives to showcase their
talent to the world. -Madison Webb

• Thank you Kristian for being an incredible director, and thank you Anastasia, bubbly stage manager
who is ending her last year with BlackCAST with a bang. I hope to continue your legacy in some
way! Thank you Jaie, Finn, and Clarissa, for being one of the incredibly rare few who know lighting
on this campus, and for helping me learn the ins and outs in a crazy short amount of time. -Kayla
Bey

• I would like to extend an enormous thank you to every single person who signed on to this show.
Whether you joined because I kept blowing up your phone during reading period or you fell into
your role somewhere along the way, words can not describe how grateful I am that you all took a
chance on me and brought your full selves to this production. It has been an immense privilege and
honor to be your director and witness each of you blossom in your roles throughout this process. To
my directing mentor, Shira Milikowsky, thank you for being so generous with your time and
invaluable knowledge. To the seniors, I love you dearly and I won’t say much more because I don’t
want to cry. To everyone else, don’t be surprised when I reach out in the future to work on another
show;) -Kristian Hardy
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WHO'S WHO

Madison Webb '25 Publicity Designer

Madison is a rising sophomore from Atlanta, GA. Standing at a girthy
4’11”, Madison embodies the saying “small but mighty” by bringing her
creative graphic design skills to Black CAST. She plans to concentrate
in Sociology with a secondary Education studies and loves exploring
the intersection of education and arts. Outside of Black CAST,
Madison sings in Collegium, Harvard’s mixed-voice choir.
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WHO'S WHO

Amechi Egbunike '22 as Epps

Epps has a thing for collecting rent and wearing plaid. When you don’t see him he’ll be grabbing a
drink or another woman to disappoint.

Kristian Hardy '24 Director

Kristian is a South Carolina queen studying Theater, Dance, & Media,
and African-American Studies. When she’s not thinking about this
show, she loves giving Cheetah Girls 2 concerts to imaginary
audiences, procrastinating homework, and sending her friends
relatable tweets. She would like to thank everyone in her village for
their endless support and love.

Anastasia Onyango '22 Stage Manager

Anastasia is grateful for all the collaborative art, laughter, and
friendships that have marked this production process.

Mara Sims '25 Assistant Stage Manager

While Mara has had so much fun learning to be an ASM, other favorite
pastimes include being with her friends and binge-watching Call the
Midwife.

Madison Harris '22 Producer

Madison is a senior from Washington, DC. This is her first time being
involved with theatre and she has had a blast learning, laughing, and
using a nail gun.
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WHO'S WHO

Ale Lartey '25 Producer

Ale, a first-year, from Cambridge, MA has a strong passion for the arts! She also has a genuine
obsession with the reality TV show survivor and hopes to be on the show one day.

Ije Okereke '22 Publicity Producer

Ije is a senior from California studying Neuroscience. She is also verrrry new to the world of
theatre and excited to be a part of this production! Last but certainly not least, Ije probably needs
a coffee.

Janet Liu '23 Technical Director

tech director, not a writer O_O. (but im a junior from california â˜€ï¸?)

Malik Sediqzad '24 Scenic Designer

Malik is a person who likes to learn about new things, this time I guess it’s theatre.

Ife Omidiran '22 Sound Designer

Ife is a senior from Houston. She loves finding and sharing new music,
taking film photos, and thrift shopping with friends.
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WHO'S WHO

Kayla Bey '25 Lighting Designer

Kayla, a first-year from Metro Atlanta, was a writer for fun and became a lighting designer for free,
but now she’s a writer and lighting designer for fun. So watch out. She’s one more unmet need
away from becoming a triple threat.

Emi Cummings '24 Costume Designer

Bettie Closs
'25

Assistant Costume Designer & Hair/Makeup
Designer

Bettie Closs is a North Carolina native who loves working with textiles and cosplay materials, a
subject that has captivated her since elementary school when she would make her own
Halloween costumes. She is pretty silly but in her humble opinion does excellent work.

Chloe Koulefianou '23 Dresser

When she’s not running late due to her inability to judge the time it takes her to skateboard from
the quad, Chloe loves to dress up and show out. A newer member of the ATNP crew, what she
lacks in punctuality she makes up for in passion.

Sophie Garrigus '25 Props Designer

Fun fact: Sophie is now responsible for over 99.9% of all Google Image searches for “natalie
portman magazine ad 2009.”
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